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ANREALAGE collaborate with TIG at Paris Fashion Week 2021 S / S Collection, the 

first real-digital fusion 

~Three check points in collaboration between the top brand selected for Paris Fashion 

Week for 4 consecutive years and TIG technology~ 

 

Paronym Inc. (Headquarters: Minato-ku, Tokyo, CEO: Michio Kobayashi, hereinafter 

Paronym) which plans and develops the interactive video technology "TIG", is excited to 

announce that TIG has been utilized for "ANREALAGE Spring-Summer 2021 

COLLECTION" to be released at the first online Paris Fashion week 2021 S/S Collection 

and it has been released from 9/29 on the top page of the brand's official EC site. 

https://www.anrealage.com/?lang=en 

With TIG, it is possible to seamlessly transition from interaction points on the video to 

various information such as "Work information, purchase page and backstage video", and 

the chapter function makes it easy to find the scene you want to explore. Paronym will 

create new value for the viewing experience by collaborating with the unique collection 

movie of ANREALAGE, which has incorporated with many new technologies.    

 

 

■What is the new viewing experience created by ANREALAGE x TIG? 

Check point_1: Simple UI emphasizes the brand's world view and story 

Normal TIG video uses UI which makes it easier for users to tap by displaying interaction 

points as “Speech bubbles”, but this time it is thoroughly committed to use a simple UI 

that does not interfere with the world view of brands and collection images. (Just by 

showing how to use TIG before the start of the main story) Still it is designed for 

establishing smooth communication between the brand and the users while comfortably 

crossing the video and the information. 

 

Check point_2: Intuitive purchasing experience seamlessly connects videos and EC 

Just by simply tapping the work (product) that appears in the video, users can stock 

(accumulate) the icons that link to each product purchase page. In the shift to an era 

https://www.anrealage.com/?lang=en


where users can purchase at the same time rather than just watching collection videos, 

TIG can provide an intuitive and sophisticated purchasing experience without having the 

complexity of searching or damaging the brand world view due to the text and images 

separated from the video. In addition, by using the "multi-link function (links to various 

information linked to stocked items)" and the "chapter function" that allows users to go 

back and forth to the scene they want to see with a single tap, users can enjoy new type 

of fashion collection created by top brands and technologies. 

 

Check point_3: Possible to analyze detailed effect in the video 

With conventional videos, it is difficult to measure the detailed effects of the video such 

as what users are interested in because only the number of views and the viewing 

completion rate can be seen, however with TIG, it is easy to measure the effect of the 

video. The point of tapping an item is acquired every 0.1 seconds, and it is possible to 

analyze what item is tapped at what frequency for each scene, and detailed behavior 

analysis from stocked items. Furthermore, since speech bubbles are not displayed this 

time, valuable data can be visualized and analyzed by the viewer's natural interests and 

behaviors. 

 

■ Background of Collaboration/Comment from ANREALAGE designer Kunihiko 

Morinaga 

The fashion show that was held physically has changed to online, 

and Paris Fashion Week has also changed to a new platform. If 

the way of delivering fashion is changing, I felt that it is time for 

the way of purchasing fashion should be changed. I sensed the 

possibility of a new fashion platform with "TIG," which 

seamlessly connects the place of announcement and the place 

of sale. We hope to provide new online experiences through 

collaboration with TIG. 

 

▼ANREALAGE 

ANREALAGE means A REAL-everyday, UN REAL-unusual, AGE-era. After continuing to 

make presentations at the Tokyo Collection, entered the Paris Fashion Week in 2014. 

Currently, keeps presenting its collection in Paris. Selected as a finalist for the 2019 

LVMH PRIZE in France. Received the 37th Mainichi Fashion Award in 2019. 2020 

Announced collaboration with Italy FENDI at the Milan Collection. In charge of the 

official uniform of the main building at the 2021 Dubai Expo. 



Official site :http://www.anrealage.com 

 

▼Collection details 

ANREALAGE Spring-Summer 2021 COLLECTION “HOME” 

at Asagiri Nature Park at the foot of Mt.Fuji.  

 

▼About TIG 

TIG is a next-generation video technology 

developed and provided by Paronym. It is 

possible to store and catch information 

about products, music, foods, people, 

places, etc. of interest just by touching it 

while watching videos. 

Detailed pages for stocked information can 

be viewed during or after paly back, at anytime desired by user, and it is possible to 

directly access the information such as product purchase page, performer information, 

location map, music download page. 

By omitting the procedure of jumping from video to search, the language barrier is also 

eliminated, allowing anyone to enjoy information and video equally and Intuitively. 

Through collaboration with brand videos exhibited in world-class collections, 

expectations for global development and advancement of TIG services are rising, 

especially the recently released TIG Live (the service which can provide TIG function to 

live streaming videos) . https://www.paronym.jp/en/usecase/ 

 

▼About Paronym Inc. 

［Company name］    Paronym Inc. 

［CEO］   Michio Kobayashi 

［Date of Establishment］    November 28, 2016 

［Capital］    463,846,409 yen(includes Legal Capital Surplus) 

［Address］    Mita Sonnette bldg, 6F, 1-1-15 Mita, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108-0073 

［Description of Business］ 

・Developing and providing new technology in the video streaming market 

・Video broadcast service 

・Planning and producing videos etc. 

［URL］ https://www.paronym.jp/en/ 

 

https://www.paronym.jp/en/usecase/
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